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                      Awesome bunch of people that truly try to help you

                    

            
                    Jeffrey Standifer
, 05/26/2023
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                      Good and honest people I would recommend anyone to try them first before you call anyone other than them

                    

            
                    James Hurst
, 03/02/2023
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                      Mike was polite and professional. I had an unexpected blow out and drove to there shop and had to call upon them to fix it he gave me a discount because I was low on money and it really helped me out. For that I am grateful cause I got two brand new tires and my vehicle fixed after I was told yesterday I would be safe to drive. Thank goodness they were close by had they not been I wouldn't have been able to afford towing

                    

            
                    Heather Robbins
, 02/20/2023
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						1409 US HWY 25 E
Middlesboro, KY 40965
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Call today at 606-248-7171 or come by the shop at 1409 US HWY 25 E, Middlesboro, KY, 40965. Ask any car or truck owner in Middlesboro who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Commonwealth Auto Repair Service.
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